
 

Chris Hyzy: This is Chris Hyzy, Chief Investment Officer, for the December 

Viewpoint titled Get Ready for a Foundational Year. We expect 2023 to 

be a foundational year for long term investors. So, year in which the 

economic cycle bottoms, the market cycle turns, and portfolio 

diversification including alternative investments for qualified investors 

helps mitigate volatility and allows for participation in what we term a 

renewed bull market. The list of indicators to consider having increased 

focus on include initial unemployment claims, credit spreads - both 

investment grade and high yield, the yield curve across the full yield curve 

but specifically fed funds rate to the 10-year treasury yield, the overall 

level of the money supply. What we title as the Gauge of Economic 

Activity is purchasing managers indices, particularly known as the PMIs, 

in the US as it relates to new orders as well as China overall and 

specifically within manufacturing. Last but not least, the export figures 

from the more cyclical regions of the world like South Korea and Taiwan. 

These indicators help give us a health view and level overall in the 

economy and whether or not the markets have already discounted those 

trends. We believe most of those trends to the downside should bottom in 

the first half of the year, ultimately filter later on into the second half of 

the year into the corporate earnings and profit cycle, but we believe 

markets bottom before earnings bottom. Therefore, we continue to watch 

these leading economic indicators as we closeout this year. Lastly, we also 

believe that company surveys, earnings revision ratios, and corporate 

margins at the micro level should also be considered to better assess the 

transition from this cyclical bear market cycle which is close to ending to 

a new longer-term uptrend. So, what do we expect in the coming few 

months? We expect a big surprise for all of 2023 to be how sharp inflation 

falls with fixed income rallying in the early phase of this. Bonds overall to 

begin to price in recession. The dollar to peak and experience overall 



subtle weakness. Long term bond yields to peak as the two-year yield rises 

towards equilibrium with the fed funds rate by the time the end of March 

closes and we believe the fed ultimately pauses. We also expect a small 

relief rally to continue in December off of this latest weakness but turn 

into an exhale once again in the new year as concerns rise over earnings 

and recession overall. Investor sentiment is just about the poorest on 

record right now, so selling pressure overall should be low and vulnerable 

to positive surprises, helping to balance out the potential for large 

pullbacks. We expect the fed to pause, as we’ve said before, in the first 

quarter’s economic data, housing, employment statistics, and inflation all 

point to weakness. So overall, we favor bonds in the first half in 2023 and 

stocks in the second half. We expect stocks to bottom out in the first half, 

so we want investors and clients to consider planning now for the trends of 

2023. We expect asset managers investing more in value relative to 

growth as well. That'll do it for today. Thanks for listening.  
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